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Abstract— In this study, an easy system for monitoring
dynamic blood perfusion patterns and the pulse wave velocity
(PWV) has been developed by processing video images of a
human body to assess blood circulation for daily management of
physical conditions or for detecting persons in poor physical
condition in public places. The experiment suggested that this
tool can be used to easily evaluate the PWV; however, the
obtained value from the video image of the face was about 1/10
of the standard value calculated from thick vessels. This
difference may be related to the difference between thick vessels
and thin-branched arterioles.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, affordable wearable sensors for measuring
biological signals such as heart rate, body temperature, or
amount of exercise have been sold worldwide to monitor
people’s health in daily life [1]. However, users may be
annoyed with the action of wearing the sensor. Moreover,
wearable sensor data are not available for unspecified people,
for example, passengers going through a quarantine gate in an
airport. Some wearable sensors must also be removed when
bathing or for charging the battery. Thus, the development of
remote, non-contact measurement methods is desirable for
obtaining biological information.

On the other hand, because the video pulse signal is
obtained from video images including two-dimensional
information of the body, the velocity of blood flow, i.e., the
pulse wave velocity (PWV), can be calculated from the inverse
of the wave transit time between two different positions in the
same video frame. Thus, the PWV can be measured easily with
this remote and non-contact approach, which would be useful
for estimating blood pressure [6, 7, 9] or the stiffness of blood
vessels using a personal computer or smartphone with a video
camera in daily life. Moreover, the PPG signal directly
represents the arterial volume change caused by the vasomotor
response controlled by the autonomic nervous system, and
thus, the two-dimensional blood flow pattern may reflect
autonomic nervous function.
In this study, an easy system for monitoring dynamic blood
perfusion patterns and the PWV has been developed by
processing video images of a human body to assess blood
circulation for daily management of physical conditions or for
detecting persons in poor physical condition in public places
such as a quarantine gate in an airport. This concept can be
extended to a new monitoring device for estimating a person’s
physical condition, as shown in Fig. 1.

For this purpose, it has been reported that the
photoplethysmogram (PPG) can be extracted from the green
component (the G-signal) of a video signal of a human body
acquired with an ordinary video camera [2–6]. The PPG
obtained from this method is called a video pulse wave, or
simply video pulse. The video pulse is based on a
spectroscopic property that hemoglobin included in blood
vessels selectively absorbs the green components of ambient
light. Thus, the brightness intensity of reflected light changes
with the flux and reflux of blood perfusion under the skin. [7].
H. Y. Wu et al. [8] demonstrated amplified images of heat beat
but two dimensional dynamic blood flow patterns have not
been shown.
In general, the heart rate can be easily calculated from PPG
signals because only the foot-to-foot interval of the signal is
required. However, we cannot extract information on blood
pressure or blood flow from a single PPG signal measured with
a photo sensor placed at a part of the body.
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Fig.1 Example of a monitoring device for estimating a
person’s physical condition using video pulse.
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II. METHODS
A. Offline Analysis
Unlike the single PPG signal, the video pulse features a
two-dimensional wave along the skin, and thus, the method of
measuring the PWV is not unique. First, an offline analysis
was performed to find a method for calculating the PWV.
An industrial video camera (Baumer Ltd.; TGX02c) was
used to acquire a video image of a human subject’s face. One
frame of the video image consists of 440  400 pixels with
24-bit RGB (3 channels with 8 bits/channel) stored at the rate
of 120 fps as an AVI-file.
For calculating the PWV or the pulse wave transit time
(PTT) using the ordinary PPG signal, it is necessary to
measure two PPG signals at proximal and distal body parts,
such as an ear auricle and a fingertip. Using the video pulse,
two rough regions of interest (ROIs) including proximal and
distal body parts (e.g., a face and a hand, or upper and lower
parts of the face) may be assigned in a video image.

Fig. 2 Region of interest (ROI) and output image calculated
from small segments.

Figure 2a) shows the ROI used in the experiment. The
subject sat on a chair and the subject’s chin was fixed with a
chin rest. For reference, the PPG signal was measured at the
left index finger with a photo sensor (Biopac Systems; Biopac
MP150). A white LED light set (Hataya Ltd.; LWK-10)
driven by direct current power was used to irradiate the face
at the illuminance of about 1,000 lux.
To extract the PWV, the following procedure, developed
with Matlab (MathWorks, Inc.), was applied.
1) Divide the ROI into 30  30  900 small segments
consisting of 10  10 pixels as shown in Fig. 2b).
2)

3)

Extract the PPG signal, which was obtained as a time
series of the mean brightness intensity from the green
component (the G-signal) including a median filter, in
each small segment.
Reduce the abrupt change in the intensity signal caused
by automatic gain control or variation of ambient light,
which is based on a statistical outlier removal method
using t-test based on the difference between the previous
and current frames. The difference signal is accumulated

Fig. 3 Mosaic image after setting the value of each
small segment to zero in the case where the
value is less than a threshold, and the peak
enhanced curves depicted at the right hand
side for the maximum. Black squares
correspond to the areas of both eyes.

4)

5)

6)

and detrended to reconstruct the time series data without
a linear trend.
Extract heart beat frequency components from the
signal by using a Butterworth-type band-pass filter with
the pass-band between 0.8 Hz and 1.5 Hz.
Set the value of each small segment to zero if the value
is less than a given threshold, leaving only the segment
in the neighborhood of the pulse wave peak, and set the
values of the areas surroundings the eyes to zero
unconditionally. This procedure will yield the figures
shown in Figs. 3a)–j), while Fig. 2b) is the intact figure
before this procedure.
Calculate the mean value averaged over the horizontal
segments, and then, obtain the series of the mean values
along the vertical direction as depicted by the blue line
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7)

at the right-hand side of each figure in Fig. 3. Define this
curve as the “peak enhanced curve.”
Calculate the PWV as the amount of movement of the
dominant peak of the peak enhanced curve per unit time.

Denshi Co. Ltd.; KR3910) with a green LED whose wave
length is 528nm were put on four places (the forehead, the left
cheek, the left neck and the left inside wrist) in the body as
shown in Fig. 5.

B. An Online, Real-Time Prototype of Blood Perfusion
Display
The procedure mentioned above cannot be performed in real
time because the huge amount of computational time is
required. To provide feedback information on blood perfusion
to users in daily life, we have developed an online, real-time
prototype version using C++, OpenCV, and Gnuplot, which
can be installed on any Windows computer with any web
camera, as shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 5 Measurement of pulse wave with green photo-reflectors.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Offline Analysis
The result obtained from a healthy 23-year-old subject is
shown in Fig. 3. This figure is a mosaic image after setting the
value of each small segment to zero if the value was less than
half of the peak-to-peak difference of the pulse wave signal.
The set of red small segments moved from the bottom to the
top of the image over time from a) t = 0 ms to j) t = 217 ms.
Figure 6 shows the peak enhanced curves consisting of the
right-hand side figures shown in Fig. 3. Figure 4 shows that
the wave shifted toward the left in time, which implies that
the blood perfusion proceeded upward along the subject’s
face.

Fig. 4 Online, real-time prototype version suitable for any
Windows computer with any web camera.
The difference in the online, real-time version from the
offline version is that the PWV or the PTT is calculated on
using only two areas, namely the upper and lower parts of the
face, and thus, the number of small segments is reduced to
9  9  2 (upper and lower parts)  162 . In addition, the
online, real-time version employs the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) and inverse FFT (IFFT) instead of a Butterworth filter
to remove all components except for the heart beat frequency
components.
C. Pulse Waves Measured with Green Photo-Reflectors
To verify the accuracy of the value of the PWV or the PTT
calculated from the video pulse, photo-reflectors (Shinko

Fig. 6 Peak enhanced curve for the maximum. The unit of y
corresponding to the vertical direction on the face is
0.033  y [cm].
The red arrow shown in each figure of Fig. 6 corresponds
to the position of the dominant peak of the peak enhanced
curve. We could track the dominant peak from a) t = 0 ms to
i) t = 167 ms. The mean PWV was about 13 cm/s, calculated
as the division of the shifted distance by the time difference
for each time interval. This value was too small to represent
the PWV, whose standard value is about 1,000 cm/s for
persons in their 20 s with thick blood vessels [9, 10].
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On the other hand, a different peak can be observed, as
shown in Fig. 6h) with a dashed circle. This peak can be
regarded as the previous dominant peak, as shown in Fig. 6d)
with a solid circle. Another value of the PWV was 95 cm/s,
which was calculated as the comparison between the above
two parts. This value is also 1/10 of the standard value.

small segments moved from the bottom to the top of the image
in time from a) t = 0 ms to h) t = 200 ms.
The PWV was about 102 cm/s calculated from the
comparison between the peaks surrounded by the solid and
dashed circles in Figs. 8c) t = 58 ms and 8e) t = 117 ms,
respectively.
The above two values of 95 cm/s and 102 cm/s are similar,
but they are significantly smaller than the standard value. This
difference may occur because the video pulse was obtained
from the capillary vessels in shallow parts under the skin that
the green component of ambient light can reach. These values
are similar to the difference in time between the cheek and the
forehead. This time may be the time for blood to travel from
the dorsal nasal artery to the above two capillary vessel beds,
and thus, it is likely that the velocity of blood was much
smaller than that calculated in thick vessels such as the
descending aorta [10].
B. Online, Real-Time prototype of Blood Perfusion Display
Figure 9 shows an example of the display output of the
prototype system developed in this study for a healthy 60year-old subject. In Fig. 9a), “Area #1” and “Area #2” are
indicators of the upper and lower parts of the face,
respectively.

Fig. 7 Mosaic image after setting the value of each small
segment to zero in the case where the value is larger
than a threshold, and the peak enhanced curves
depicted at the right hand side show the minimum.

Fig. 8 Peak enhanced curve for the minimum.
If we concentrate on the local minimum value of the video
pulse, we can build Figs. 7 and 8, which are similar to Figs. 3
and 6, respectively. The threshold value was set to be the same
value as that considered in Fig. 3. Similarly, the set of blue

Fig. 9 a) Real-time monitoring system of blood perfusion
and PWV or PTTD. b) Pulse wave. c) Heart rate.
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The color of each mosaic section corresponds to the value of
the video pulse signal. In real-time, at a frame rate of 20–24
fps, the system can calculate the mean time difference of the
corresponding two peaks of the two video pulse signals
obtained from the mean intensities over Areas #1 and #2,
respectively. This value (36.6 ms) is the pulse transit time
difference (PTTD) between the centers of two areas.
C. Pulse Waves Measured with Green Photo-Reflectors
Figure 10 shows an example of the waveforms acquired
every 1ms from four body parts of another healthy 23-yearold subject by using the green photo-reflectors shown in Fig.
5. The time interval was the transient part from the diastolic
phase to the systolic phase. The output signals were filtered
with a low-pass filter with a cut-frequency of 10 Hz and
normalized to have the same amplitude range. Each polarity
was reversed due to the reflected signal.
We can see that the phases of the signals were delayed in
the order of Neck->Cheek->Forehead->Wrist, which is the
order of proximity to the heart.

shortest phase difference was that of Forehead-Cheek with a
mean value of about 12 ms which corresponds to about 500
cm/s as the PWV. It should be noted that these phase
differences had large variances but these were not due to noise
components but actual variations with time.
It is suggested that the photo-reflector had much stronger
brightness than the ambient light used for measurement of the
video pulse because the photo-reflector was closely contacted
with the skin. Therefore, the light of the LED of the photoreflector may have entered deeper than the ambient light and
reflected information of blood perfusion of thicker vessels
rather than thinner capillary vessels placed at a shallow layer
under the skin. This thought suggests that the PWV measured
with the video pulse on the face was slower.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, an easy system for monitoring dynamic blood
perfusion patterns and the pulse wave velocity (PWV) was
developed. The system processes video images of a human
body to assess blood circulation for the daily management of
physical conditions or for detecting people in poor physical
condition in public places. The experiment suggested that this
tool can be used to easily evaluate the PWV; however, the
obtained value from the video image of the face was about
1/10 of the standard value calculated from thick vessels. This
difference may be related to the difference between thick
vessels and thin-branched arterioles.
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